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INTERPOLATION OF l" SEQUENCES BY H* FUNCTIONS
B. A. TAYLOR AND D. L. WILLIAMS

Abstract.
It is pointed out that the method used by L.
Carleson to study interpolation by bounded analytic functions applies
to the study of the analogous problem for H" functions. In particular, there exist sequences of points in the unit disc which are not
uniformly separated, but which are such that every l" sequence can
be interpolated along this sequence by an Hv function (l^p^q^
+ oo).

Let (77", /") denote the set of sequences {z„}"=1 in the open unit disc

such that

{{/(zJ}:/e77^K
It was proved by L. Carleson [1] and also by H. S. Shapiro and A. L.
Shields [7] that (zj e (7/°°, P°) if and only if {zn} is uniformly separated;

that is,

n

zm — zh

= ô > 0,

« = 1,2,

Zb-Zr,

Since 77e0c77" for all/?<co, (Hp,l'°) contains the uniformly separated
sequences. A. K. Snyder [8] has proved the existence of sequences {z„} e
(772,/°°) which are not uniformly separated, and P. L. Duren and H. S.
Shapiro [4] have given for 0</?< co an explicit construction of sequences
{zn} which belong to (77p, /°°) but which are not uniformly separated.
We show here that the method used by Carleson [1], as modified by

Hörmander [5] and extended by Duren [2], also applies directly to the
problem of characterizing (77", l") when \^p, ?=oo. In particular, this
method allows one to construct easily sequences in (77^, /°°) which are not
uniformly separated.
Carleson's method is to convert the interpolation problem to one of
estimating a measure associated with the sequence {z„}. The equivalence is
given by the following theorem whose proof is a well-known consequence

of the Lv—Lv' duality. See, for example [3, Chapter 8].
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Theorem

1.

Assume l^p,

o^oo.

[July

The sequence {zn} e (Hp, l") if and

only if

(0 2„(l-|z„l)<oo,
(ii) for some constant M>0,

ísr I F(z ) »V/«'

¿ ¿7^

\n

^AflIFII,.,

\B (Zn)

FeiF',

I

where p', q are the conjugate indices of p, q respectively,
Blaschke product with zeros {z„}.
Let 1a=2n

and B is the

\B'(zn)\~"ôZti, where ôZnis the unit point mass at zn. Then the

estimate (ii) takes the form (note that we have now replaced p by p and q

by a)
(1)

{^\F(z)\°dp(z^lQ^M(^^\F(eie)\»d6y,

FeH*.

Carleson [1] gave the necessary and sufficient condition on the measure p
in order that (1) hold in the cases 0</?=a<oo.
Duren [2] has used a
method of Hörmander [5] to extend Carleson's theorem to the cases
0<p^q<co.
We shall show how the same method can be modified to
obtain information in the cases 0<a</?<oo.
For each z=reie in the unit disc, let

/, = {e«:|0-/|<Kl
and for an open subset [/c{|z|

-ry),

= l} let

S(U) = {z:Iz<=U}.
Let m denote Lebesgue measure on {|z| = l}.
Theorem 2. Assume 0<a</j<co
and let p be any positive Borel
measure in the open unit disc. If (I) holds, then there is a constant C such
that for every open subset F/c [|z| = 1},

(2)

p(S(U)) <: C[m(U)]Qh.

In order for (I) to hold, it is sufficient that (2) hold with qjp replaced by
qjp + e,for some e>0.

Remarks. When 0</?^a<oo,
apparently weaker estimate

(3)
for all open arcs /c{|z|

the estimate (2) is implied by the

p(S(I)) <: C[m(I)f°
= l}. For, if C/= Un In where the 7n are disjoint
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open arcs, then

[p(s(uw'"= 2MS(7k))

ip/o

= 2 HS(In))Y,q
= C 2 »«(/„)- Cm(L0,
where the first inequality follows fromp/q^l.
When 0<p^q<cc,
the theorems of Carleson and Duren show that (3)
is necessary and sufficient for (1) to hold. This is not the case when 0<
q<p<oo.
For example, let dp = (\—x)'"v~1dx (supported on (0, 1) in

{|z| < 1}), and let F(z)=(l -rz)~lh.
( r |F|'dp\

Then both (2) and (3) are satisfied, but

"= (( (1 - rx)-Q/l,(l - x)"'1-1 dxi
= (-log(l

i/«

- r))1'"

while

(~ j'T\F(eie)\vd0J*= 0((-log(l

- r))11»),

r - 1".

Therefore (1) fails for this p.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof follows closely that of Hörmander
[5] and Duren [2]. and so we shall only outline it.
By factoring out Blaschke products and taking appropriate powers one
shows that (1) is equivalent to

(4)

(flFpd/^M^IIFII,,

F.eTV",

where ß=2p/q>2. The Riesz conjugacy theorem [3, Chapter 4] implies
that (4) also holds (with a different constant) for harmonic functions which
are extensions to {|z|<l} of Lß functions on {|z| = l}. The necessity of (2)
then follows by applying this estimate to the Poisson integral of the
characteristic function of U.
To prove the sufficiency part of the theorem, one establishes a weak type
estimate and then applies an interpolation theorem to obtain the strong
type estimate (4).

Our hypothesis is that

(5)
where \¡a.=qlp+e<,\

p(S(U))= C[m(l0r
for some £>0. Let/be

an L" function on {|z| = l},

and let

u*(z) = sup-L-

(\f^*)\dt

m(I) Ji
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where the supremum is taken over all arcs /c (Jz| = 1} with Iz c /. Then there
is a constant C such that

(6)

p{u*(z)> h} ^ C'h-1 ll/L,

feU.

The argument used to prove the weak type (a, 1) estimate (6) follows
generally the arguments in [2] and [5]; therefore, we shall not give the
details. Note also the strong type (co, oo) estimate sup^^ u*(z)^\\f\\m.
We thus have a sublinear operator/—>-«* which is of weak type (a, 1)
and strong type (co, oo). Now the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem
does not apply here; however, the weak type interpolation theorem for
Lorentz spaces [6, p. 264] implies that, for each r?>0 and each y>l,
there exists a constant C,,y such that

(7)

(j[u*(z)Ydp(z)Jy^C,,y\\fhy+n, feL«>+>.

Taking y=2 and choosing r¡ so that a.y + rj = ß, we have

U[u*(z)]2dpJ2^Cß\\f\\ß,
feL>.
For F g Hß, |F(z)|_^w(z)_^onst u*(z) where u is the harmonic extension of
|F| from {|z| = l} into {|z|<l}. Thus, (4) follows, and the theorem is
proved.
We shall now construct an example of a sequence in (Hp, 7e0)which is
not uniformly separated. Here l^/><co.
Let {zn} be a sequence in
{|z|<l} such that 0<Rezn/r
1 and Im z„\0. In addition assume that
{zn} is uniformly separated and |zn—z„|<~(l — \zn\2)2~1/v'~E where 0<
l//>' + £<l. Clearly {zn, zn] is not uniformly separated. We shall show
{z„, zn} g (Hv, Ie0). Let B be the Blaschke product associated with {zn, zn}.

From the uniform separation of {z„}, it follows easily that (1 —|znl2)=
<5_1const(rn+1—rn), where |z„|=r„. We will prove that, for some constant

K,

(8) 2 [|ß'(zn)|-x+ \BVnT1]= 2 2 \B\zJ-1 Í K(l - rflp,+'.
This inequality shows that the measure
P = 1(\B'(zn)\-1ôZn+\B'(zn)\-1ôln)
n

satisfies (2) with exponent l/p' + e, because for any open subset U of
{|z| = l}, the left-hand side is the p measure of the entire annulus r^|z|^l
and on the right-hand side, 1—r is the length of the largest of the arcs
constituting U. Therefore, Theorem 2 implies that the hypothesis (ii) of
Theorem 1 holds and, consequently, that {z„, z„} g (Hv, /").
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The inequality (8) holds because

22is'o«)r1
rnir

= 2^(1

-Uni')

z

n

— z

1 -

zkz„
zk

fc",fc#n

n

1 - Mm

\k;k*n

< a"3 const 2(1 - ^)W+£-Vn+i - r„)
= r3 const i\l

- f2)1^'-1

¿i < K(l - r) i/p'+í

We also remark that it is not hard to show that one can always add an
infinite number of points to any uniformly separated sequence so that the
resulting sequence is not uniformly separated, but still belongs to (77p, l")

(l<p<q<

+ oo).

One may also use the techniques of this paper to study weighted interpolation. Let W(HV, l") denote the sequences {z„} such that

{{f(zn)(\-\zn\y">}:feH*}=>l

(9)

H. S. Shapiro and A. L. Shields [7] have shown that for 1^/j_co,
{z„} e W(HV, lp) if and only if {zn} is uniformly separated (in fact, equality
holds in (9) when {z„} is uniformly separated). A theorem similar to
Theorem 1 holds for this type of weighted interpolation. In fact, one only
needs to replace the estimate (ii) by
F(zn)

(ii')

(2 B'(zn)

\1/V

(i - izjr-J = M \\F\\

\ n.

Consequently,

we may apply Theorem 2 where the relevant measure is

m = 2 (i - izJ)1_a' \B'(zn)r'ôZn.
7!=1

For l</?<(7_oo
a slight modification of the above example yields a
W(HP, lq) sequence which is not uniformly separated. Simply alter the
above example by choosing e>0 so that q'¡p' + e<\ and making |z„—z„\~
(\ — \z i2y+<l/«''<l--<''/i,'-£'
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